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MULTIPLIERS AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR

OF THE FOURIER ALGEBRA OF NONAMENABLE GROUPS

CLAUDIO NEBBIA1

Abstract. Let G be a locally compact group and A{G) the algebra of matrix

coefficients of the regular representation. We prove that G is amenable if and only

if there exist functions u E A(G) which vanish at infinity at any arbitrarily slow

rate. The "only if' part of the result was essentially known. With the additional

hypothesis that G be discrete, we deduce that G is amenable if and only if every

multiplier of the algebra A{G) is a linear combination of positive definite functions.

Again, the "only if' part of this result was known.

1. Introduction. Let G be a locally compact group; let CQ(G) be the algebra of

continuous complex-valued functions on G which vanish at infinity. We use the

definitions and the terminology of [3]. We let B(G) be the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra

consisting of all matrix coefficients of unitary representations of G, and A(G) the

Fourier algebra consisting of matrix coefficients of the regular representation.

Regarded as the dual space of C*(G) (completion of LX(G) in the minimal regular

norm), B(G) is a Banach algebra under pointwise multiplication and A(G) is a

closed ideal in B(G). We let VN(G) be the von Neumann algebra of the regular

representation X of G, which is the dual space of A(G). It is known and easy to

prove that if G is amenable there exist functions in A(G) which vanish at infinity at

arbitrarily slow rates. More specifically, if G is amenable, for every f e C^G),

there exist u e A(G) and g e C0(G) such that f(x) = u(x)g(x). This means of

course that/(x) = o(u(x)) as x —» oo. We show that this property is characteristic

of amenable groups. Theorem 1 contains this result and other equivalent char-

acterizations of amenability.

Hence if G is nonamenable, the coefficients of the regular representation must

satisfy some condition of decrease at infinity. For particular nonamenable groups

specific significant conditions are known; for instance, if G is a semisimple Lie

group with finite center, the Kunze-Stein phenomenon [2] implies that A(G) c

np>2Lp(G), and if G is a free group with at least two generators, a coefficient u(x)

of the regular representation must satisfy the condition {2|x|_„|u(x)|2}1/2 = 0(ri)

where |jc| denotes the length of the reduced word x [9, Theorem 3.1, p. 291].
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Our result shows that these phenomena, which we could call "generalized

Kunze-Stein phenomena," are characteristic of nonamenable groups. For the case

of a discrete nonamenable group G, we use the result above to prove that there

exist multipliers of A(G) which are not in B(G). This fact was known for groups

containing a free group with two generators [7].

2. The general case. Recall that there is a natural module action of A(G) on

VN(G) defined by

<M-r,t;> = <r, «o>,

for u, v in A(G) and T in VN(G). This allows us to introduce the following

definition.

Definition 1. A bounded linear operator Í» of C0(G) into VN(G) is called a

multiplier of C0(G) into VN{G) if, for every/in C^G) and every u in A(G),

$(u/) = u ■ $(/).

Let 91l(C0, VN) be the space of multipliers of C0(G) into VN(G). It is not

difficult to see that 9ît(C0, VN) can be identified with a subspace of VN(G). It

consists precisely of those elements T in VN{G) such that ||| 7*111 < oo where

limy = sup{||W- T\\VN: h G/1(G), \\u\\x < 1}.

The norm ||| • ||| is exactly the operator norm of 51L(Co, VN).

Let M(G) be the space of bounded regular measures; it is clear that, for every ¡i

in Af(G) and every u in A(G), u/t E A/(G) where d(u[i) = udfi.

Definition 2. A bounded linear operator T of /1(G) into M(G) is called a

multiplier of A(G) into M(G) if, for every u and u in /1(G),

T(uv) = uT(v).

Let <DH(/1, M) be the Banach space of multipliers of A{G) into M(G) with the

operator norm. Let <D\L(A, L1) be the subspace of <DTt(/l, M) which consists of

those elements T such that T(u) G L\G) for every u in /1(G).

It is clear that for every /in L\G) the operator T(w) = uf is a multiplier of A(G)

into L'(G).

It is easy to see that the space 911(^4, M) is isometrically isomorphic to the space

<é)IL(C0, KA/), since M(G) and F7V(G) are, respectively, the dual spaces of C^G)

and/1(G).

The isomorphism is given by the following formula:

<*(/), v) = </, I»>

for T in 9HL4, M), 4> in 91t(C0, F7V),/in C0(G) and v in/1(G).

If ft G M(G) then T(m) = u/x, for u in /1(G), is a multiplier of /1(G) into M(G)

andllirm < || M||.
Moreover every multiplier is a Radon measure, generally unbounded. Indeed

suppose that AT is a compact subset of G and let vK be a function in /1(G) such that

vK(x) = 1 for every x in #. If u is a function in /1(G) with support in JT, then

|<7,«>| = |<7,M%>| = |<« -T,vKy\

= |<«, r(o,)>| < HL iiirm h©^
where T is the element in 9H(C0, VN) corresponding to T in ^HA, M).
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The Radon measures, generally, are unbounded, but we shall see that every

multiplier is a bounded Radon measure if and only if G is amenable.

For every multiplier T in ?Ht(/l, M) let |r| be the absolute value of T in the

measure theoretic sense. Then also |T| is a multiplier of A{G) into M(G) and

llirm = III |r| |||.
This follows from the fact that, for every u in /1(G) with compact support K,

<«, |r|(0jr)> = (u, \T(vK)\y    and    ||r(«)|| = || \T\(u) ||.

Finally, we observe that if S and T are Radon measures such that \S\ < \T\,

then m \S\ HI < m |T\ |||.
Hence if 7 is a multiplier then also S is a multiplier because the multipliers of

/1(G) into Af(G) are exactly the Radon measures 7 such that |||7||| < oo.

Definition 3. Let X be the subspace of C0(G) defined as follows:

X = f h: h(x) = f «,.(*)&(*), «,. G /1(G),g, G C0(G), f |hL||&||, < oo}.
I «=i ¿-1 J

arm:

foo oo \

x = inf| S iwuiaiL: 2 «*(*)&(*) = *(*)]•

It is not difficult to show that, with the norm || • ||^, the space A' is a Banach

space. We can also prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The space 91t(C0, VN) is isometrically isomorphic to the dual space of

X; the duality is given by the following formula:

<♦,*>- î<k*i k>
for h in X, h - 2, „,«„ and <t in *(cj \n).

Proof. We can apply the proof of [6, Theorem 1], observing that C0(G) always

has an approximate identity, bounded in the supremum norm, which consists of

elements of /1(G).

Theorem I. If G is a locally compact group, the following are equivalent:

(a) G is amenable.

(b) For every f in C0(G) there exist u in A(G) and g in Cr/G) such that

u(x)g(x) = f(x).

(c) 91104, M) ~ 9H(Q, VN) = M{G).

(d) 9H(/1, L1) = L\G).

Proof, (a) implies (b). If G is amenable there is a bounded approximate identity

in A(G) [13]. Since C0(G) is an /l(G)-module, (b) follows from the factorization

theorem for Banach modules [11, (32.22)]. If (b) holds, the space X defined above is

Cr/G) and (c) follows from Lemma 1.

If (c) holds for every T in 911(^4, L1) there exists a bounded measure /x in M(G)

such that T(w) = u/x and u/t G L\G) for every u in /1(G); hence, ti G L\G) and

(d) follows. We prove now that (d) implies (a).
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It is known [14] that G is amenable if and only if ||/||, = ||a(/)|| for every

nonnegative/in L'(G). We observe that, for/in Ll(G) and u in/1(G),

ii«-A(/)r-iix(^)u<n«ii00iix(t/i)ii.
IndeedifgGL2(G),

HM"/)g|l2=ll«/*gll2<   lll"/|*ls|ll2

< II ll«IL 1/1*1*1 lb < IMIJIMI/I)II lldl*

This means that if/ > 0, then \\u ■ A(/)|| < || " 11 «^ ll-^COM and therefore \\\X(f)\\\ <
||A(/)|| for a nonnegative/in Ll(G).

If (d) holds, the norm || • ||, of L\G) is equivalent to ||| • ||| (by the closed graph

theorem). In particular, ||/||, < *|||A(/)||| for every/ in L\G). Hence ||/||, <

fc||A(/)|| for every nonnegative/in L\G). But if/ > 0,

ii/ */*iii = ii/ii,-

This implies that ||/||, < Vk ||A(/)||, which means ||/||, < ||X(/)|| and (a) follows

from [14, Theorem 1].

In the following corollary we prove that, for nonamenable groups, the condition

of decrease at infinity of the Fourier algebra is a summability condition with

respect to a positive measure.

Corollary. If G is nonamenable there exists a positive Radon measure ¡i such

that:

(a)ti(G) = +00,

(b) A(G) c Z/(ju) for every Kp < oo.

Proof. If G is nonamenable there exists a multiplier T of A(G) into Ll(G) which

is not in L'(G). Then also |r| is a multiplier of A(G) into L'(G) which is not in

Ll(G). So ft = |r| is a positive Radon measure such that

ft(G)= +00    and   A(G) c ¿'(ft).

Finally /4(G) c L°°(ft), obviously, and (b) follows.

Remarks. (1) Observe that the statement (d) of Theorem 1 is true for every

Kp < oo. Indeed let 91t(/l, Lp) be the space of multipliers of /1(G) into LP(G)

for 1 <p < oo, i.e. the Banach space, with the operator norm, of the bounded

linear operators 4» of ^4(G) into LP(G), such that <&(uv) = u&(v) for every u and v

in ^4(G). So, if G is amenable there is a bounded approximate identity in ^4(G);

hence, 9H04, LP) = LP{G) for every 1 <p < oo. Conversely, if G is nonamenable

and 1 <p < oo, then there exists a multiplier T of A(G) into L'(G) which is not in

L1(G). But if AT is a compact subset of G then we can find a function / such that

T(u) = fu for every u in -4(G) whose support is in K; hence, 3>(w) = |/|1/,pM is a

multiplier of /1(G) into LP(G) which is not in LP(G).

(2) The space of multipliers of ^4(G) into ll(G) for discrete groups was studied

by M. Bozejko in [1]; he proves that a discrete group G is amenable if and only if

l\G) = /'[G] where /'[G] is the closure, in 91104, ll), of the space of functions

with finite support.
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(3) Observe that, in the corollary, the measure ft is 2-admissible since A(G) c

¿'(ft) (see [14, 8, 5]).

3. The discrete case. Let G be a discrete group; then M{G) = /'(G) and

91t(/l, /'), defined above, is exactly the space of all functions <p on G such that

<pw G /'(G) for every u in^4(G).

Definition 4. If X and Y are two spaces of functions on G, let 9H(AT, Y) be the

space of the multipliers of X into Y, i.e. the functions <p on G such that <pg G y for

every g in X.

If X and Y are Banach spaces, 91L(Ar, Y) is a Banach space in the operator

norm.

Lemma 2. 91L(/°°, B) = /2(G).

Proof. Let <p be in 9H(/°°, 5) and let F be a. finite subset of G. Let <pF = Xf<P,

where x> is the characteristic function of the set F; then

WvfWa - IIwcfII* < IIMII IIxfIL = IIHII
where ||| • ||| is the norm of 91t(/°°, B).

Define as in [15, Definition 4] the space L2*, s m 1,2,..., as the completion of

the space of the finitely supported functions with the norm H/ll¿* =

([/*/*]*( lc))1/21' where the power is meant as a convolution power. Then the

space L2 is the same as I2, and the proof of [15, Theorem 2] shows that there exists

a function u of modulus one on F such that

\\uyF\\L2, < 2Vj llro^l^,

[15, p. 503]. In particular ||tqy||£< < 2^ ||<p,r||,2. But

\\s\\o < ii/iiy3ii/n2/«3-

(This inequality can be deduced from the corresponding inequality for ordinary

//-spaces, where Ll takes the place of /1(G), by using the fact that the trace

tr(/) = /(lc) acts as an ordinary integral on any commutative *-subalgebra of

VN(G) [12; 15, Remark 4].)

We conclude that for some u of modulus one,

WvAfi = H»M/> < II"<PfII!/3II"9fII2/«3

<(2V2)2/3||«roF||y3||ffi/?||2/3.

hence \\<pF\\P < S\\mpF\\A = S\\t*pF\\B < 8|||ro|||.

Therefore <p g /2(G), as F is arbitrary.

Theorem 2. If G is a discrete group, the following are equivalent:

(a) G « amenable.

(b)91L(/4,^) = 5(G).

Proof. It is known that (a) implies (b) for locally compact groups [5, 10, 16]. We

prove now that (b) implies (a).

If G is nonamenable there exists a multiplier/ of A{G) into /'(G) which is not in

/'(G); it follows from Theorem 1.
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Then h = |/|1/2 is a multiplier of .4(G) into /2(G) which is not in /2(G), as is

easily seen. From Lemma 2 it follows that there exists a function <p in /°°(G) such

that roA is not in B(G), but <ph G <9l(A, l2) c 9H(/4, A). Hence 5(G) ^ 91L(/4, A).

We thank the referee for his valuable suggestions.
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